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Indicator 5: Representation  
 
How representative are bodies that legislate or supervise the exercise of executive and 
administrative power, and how far and how equally can citizens exercise public control 
through those bodies? 
 
Representation could be assessed by looking at the following: equality of representation, both 
in terms of the number of persons per MEP and the proportion of women representatives in 
the European Parliament (5.1); diligence of representatives, such as the participation of 
MEPs in EP votes, but also parliamentary activities other than voting, such as reports, 
opinions, questions, motions and debates (5.2); confidence in representation at the national 
level, including general public confidence in governments, parliaments and parties (5.3); and 
perception of being represented, that is, how far citizens feel that their voice counts at the 
European level, also as compared to the national level (5.4). 
 
 
5.1 Equality of representation 
 
One person one vote is not enough to establish equality of representation. The number of 
representatives also needs to be allocated in an equal way. The obvious way of doing this is 
to aim to equalise the number of representatives per head of population. This, however, 
raises the following problem in the case of the European Parliament: assuming that a 
European Parliament of around 750 members is considered the maximum desirable size for a 
directly elected representative body at the European Union levels, it would only be possible to 
get close to an equal apportionment of seats to population by allocating just one MEP to the 
smallest member states.  
 
When however they agreed arrangements for first direct elections to the European Parliament 
– and in subsequent rounds of treaty change – national governments took the view that a 
variety of different parties from each member state should be represented in the EP. Thus 
each member state has been allocated a minimum of six MEPs. The Lisbon Treaty now 
further stipulates that degressive proportionality should provide the principle for allocating 
further seats. Simply put, degressive proportionality means that the number of 
representatives per member state should rise with population, but at a declining rate as 
population rises. 
 
The grey column of Table 5.1.a. shows the population per MEP in each member state. There 
plainly is significant deviation from strict equality in the number of representatives per head of 
population. The ratio between representatives and represented persons is up to 12 times 
higher in France than in Malta. However, present arrangements do not strictly conform to the 
principle of degressive proportionality. Where the latter applies, there should be no member 
state whose ratio of population to representation in the European Parliament is lower than 
another member state with a larger population. Yet the red figures in Table 5.1.a. show that 
the allocation of MEPs does not satisfy that test in the case of several member states. 
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Table 5.1.a. Equality of representation 
 Number of persons per member of the 2009-2014 European Parliament 

 
 Population in 

2009 
Number of 

MEPs July 09 
Population 

per MEP 2009 
With 18 

extra 
MEPs 

Population per 
MEP with 18 extra 

MEPs 
DE 82 218 000 99 830 483 99 830 484 
FR 63 753 000 72 885 460 74 861 528 
UK 61 186 000 72 849 806 73 838 164 
IT 59 619 000 72 828 046 73 816 703 
ES 45 283 000 50 905 966 54 838 580 
PL 38 116 000 50 762 312 51 747 365 
RO 21 529 000 33 652 832 33 652 832 
NL 16 405 000 25 656 216 26 630 977 
EE 11 214 000 22 509 718 22 509 718 
BE 10 667 000 22 484 859 22 484 859 
PT 10 618 000 22 482 618 22 482 618 
CZ 10 381 000 22 471 658 22 471 658 
HU 10 045 000 22 456 609 22  456 609 
SE 9 183 000 18 510 161 20 459 145 
AT 8 332 000 17  490 112 19 438 521 
BG 7 640 000 17 449 424 18 424 456 
DK 5 476 000 13 421 215 13 421 215 
SK 5 401 000 13 413 462 13 413 462 
FI 5 301 000 13 407 769 13 407 769  
IE 4 401 000 12 366 775 12 366 775 
LT 3 336 000 12 280 533 12 280 533 
LV 2 271 000 8 283 863 9 252 322 
SI 2 026 000 7 289 414 8 253 238 
EE  1 341 000 6 223 483 6 223 483 
CY 789 000 6 131 550 6 131 550 
LU 484 000 6 80 633 6 80 633 
MT 410 000 5 82 060 6 68 383 
EU ave 497 456 000 736 675 891 754 659 755 

 
Note 
Figures in red show deviations from degressive proportionality. 
 
Source  
Andrew Duff, ‘Proposal for the Modification of the Act Concerning the Election of the Members of the 
European Parliament by Direct Universal Suffrage of 20 September 1976’, Brussels: The European 
Parliament, 2010. 
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Gender balance between representatives is another aspect of equality of representation. Not 
only may imbalances reflect inequalities of opportunities for women who seek a role as 
representatives. They may also make it less likely that matters of special concern to women 
will be fully represented in parliamentary deliberations and decisions.  
 
Table 5.1.b. shows the proportion of women MEPs in each European Parliament since 1979. 
The gender balance between male and female MEPs have improved markedly since the first 
direct elections to the European Parliament in 1979. However, at 31 per cent, it remains well 
short of equality. Wide variations between member states – with just a handful approximating 
gender balance, whilst others still elected five times as many men as women in 2004  
(Poland, the Czech Republic and Italy) – are probably attributable to national political parties 
who are responsible for candidate selection. However, they may also be an indicator of 
continuing differences across member states in cultural attitudes towards gender equality.  
 
 
Table 5.1.b. Proportion of women representatives in the European Parliament 
 

 1979-84 1984-89 1989-94 1994-99 1999-2004 2004-091 
AT - - - - 32.0 28.0 
BE 8.0 17.0 17.0 32.0 28.0 33.0 
BG - - - - - (29.0) 
CY - - - - - 0.0 
CZ - - - - - 21.0 
DE 15.0 20.0 31.0 35.0 37.0 33.0 
DK 31.0 38.0 38.0 44.0 38.0 43.0 
EE - - - - - 50.0 
EL - 8.0 4.0 16.0 16.0 29.0 
ES - - 15.0 33.0 34.0 26.0 
FI - - - - 44.0 33.0 
FR 22.0 21.0 23.0 30.0 40.0 45.0 
HU - - - - - 38.0 
IE 13.0 13.0 7.0 27.0 33.0 38.0 
IT 14.0 10.0 12.0 13.0 11.0 21.0 
LT - - - - - 38.0 
LU 17.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 33.0 50.0 
LV - - - - - 33.0 
MT - - - - - 0.0 
NL 20.0 28.0 28.0 32.0 35.0 48.0 
PL - - - - - 15.0 
PT - - 13.0 8.0 20.0 25.0 
RO - - - - - (29.5) 
SE - - - - 41.0 47.0 
SI - - - - - 43.0 
SK - - - - - 36.0 
UK 14.0 15.0 15.0 18.0 24.0 26.0 
EU ave 16.0 18.0 19.0 26.0 30.0 31.0 

 
Source 
European Parliament: www.europarl.europa.eu/parliament/archive 
 
Note 
1 Figures in brackets show proportion of women amongst Bulgarian and Romanian MEPs in 2007-09. 
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5.2 Diligence of representatives  
 
There is much room for disagreement as to what amounts to good representation. However, 
doing nothing at all almost certainly constitutes bad representation. There are also certain 
core functions which representatives surely must perform if they are to count as 
representatives. Voting on legislation is, arguably, one such. Likewise, there may be some 
very good reasons why particular representatives do not do everything that a representative 
might conceivably do. However, it would be more alarming if a representative body as a 
whole did not so organise itself that its members cover all those representative activities in a 
division of labour between themselves. 
 
Table 5.2.a. shows the average participation of MEPs from different party groups in votes of 
the 2004-09 Parliament. There used to be significant differences in this regard with the core 
groups of the Parliament (EPP, PES, ALDE) participating much more often in votes than the 
peripheral groups. Table 5.2.b. shows that differences in how far MEPs from different 
member states participate in votes of the EP are likewise small.  
 
Differences do, however, emerge when we look at other representative activities than voting. 
Table 5.2.c. shows how often MEPs from the largest national party delegations took part in 
(a) writing reports and opinions, (b) asking questions, (c) tabling motions, and (d) speaking in 
debates. The first and last of these items are arguably particularly significantly. Rapporteurs – 
or those who write reports – act as agenda-setters for the Parliament as a whole, i.e. they 
make a proposal for how the Parliament should use its powers. Participation in debate is, on 
the other hand, important for providing, and testing, alternative justifications for legislation.  
 
These figures are compiled by national party delegations for two reasons. First, there are 
variations across those delegations. Second, national parties do the work of recruiting of 
MEPs with the skill and motivation to play the different representative roles.  
 
 
Table 5.2.a. Attendance rates of MEPs from different party groups in the 2004-09 European 
Parliament 
 
Greens/EFA 87.3 % 
Party of European Socialists (PES) 86.3 % 
European Peoples Party (EPP) 86.2 % 
Europe of Nations (UEN) 83.4 % 
Alliance of Liberals and Democratic Europeans (ALDE) 83.4 % 
European Left (EUL) 82.8 % 
Independence and Democracy (ID) (Eurosceptics) 82.6 % 
 
Source  
VoteWatch: http://www.votewatch.eu/  
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Table 5.2.b. How often MEPs from different member states voted in the 2004-09 European 
Parliament 
 

 Mean participation of MEPs roll-call in votes 
AT 3663 
BE 3390 
(BG) 1604 
CY 3019 
CZ  3553 
DE 3479 
DK 2834 
EE 3380 
ES 2872 
FR 3242 
FI 3038 
GR 2660 
HU 3386 
IE 3329 
LV 3149 
LT 3192 
LU 3559 
MT 3536 
NL 3275 
PL 3483 
PT 3296 
(RO) 1130 
SK 3609 
SI 3527 
UK 3179 
EU ave 3086 

 
Source  
VoteWatch: http://www.votewatch.eu/ 
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Table 5.2.c. How far the largest national party delegations (more than 10 MEPs) took part in 
activities of the 2004-09 European Parliament other than voting 
 

Party Member 
state 

EP 
group 

No. of 
MEPs 

Ave 
reports 

per MEP 

Ave 
questions 
per MEP 

Ave 
motions 
per MEP 

Ave 
opinions 
per MEP 

Ave 
speeches 
in debates 
per MEP 

CDU/ 
CSU 

DE EPP 49 4.84 20.67 14.34 1.95 61.30 

PS FR PES 31 2.29 14.54 6.10 1.10 38.35 
Conser-
vatives UK EPP 27 3.11 62.18 21.55 1.56 83.85 
PP ES EPP 24 3.50 26.29 9.95 2.17 48.20 
SPD DE PES 23 2.70 13.52 5.91 3.30 44.60 
PSOE ES PES 22 3.08 40.00 9.17 3.80 83.50 
FI IT EPP 20 3.10 23.60 5.50 0.95 27.05 
PIS PL UEN 20 0.45 23.55 60.15 0.65 116.55 
Labour UK PES 19 3.52 89.52 11.36 1.74 125.84 
UMP FR EPP 18 4.00 13.77 6.94 1.61 58.55 
PDL RO EPP 18 0.44 5.55 2.38 0.22 30.44 
PO PL EPP 15 3.07 17.60 10.30 2.67 61.34 
Fidesz HU EPP 13 3.61 16.51 2.30 2.38 41.30 
Grüne DE G 13 2.15 47.84 54.07 5.92 59.34 
PS PT PES 12 2.91 41.10 10.75 41.10 136.00 
Liberals UK ALDE 11 7.55 110.20 25.90 3.36 122.81 
New 
Democ. GR EPP 11 3.82 119.10 5.27 4.18 102.36 
Ave    3.04 32.64 14.56 2.16 69.36 

 
Source  
VoteWatch: http://www.votewatch.eu/ 
 
 
5.3 Confidence in representation at the national level 
 
The Lisbon Treaty claims that all citizens are represented twice over at the Union level: once 
through the directly elected European Parliament and a second time by the participation of 
their own elected governments in the European Council and the Council of Ministers. Lisbon 
also builds on a series of measures going back to the Amsterdam Treaty which aim at 
strengthening the link between national parliaments and the participation of their own 
governments in Union institutions.  
 
It is therefore of interest to include a measure of general public confidence in national 
governments, parliaments and parties. Table 5.3. uses data from a recent Eurobarometer 
survey to do just that. The bottom line of the table shows that on average confidence in all 
three institutions is relatively low across the Union. The right hand column of the table shows 
that in some member states governments command more confidence than parliaments. In 
others, the converse is true. In general there are once again huge variations. For example 
national parliaments only enjoy the confidence of 6 per cent and 10 cent of the population in 
Latvia and Bulgaria, respectively. In Denmark and Luxembourg they have the confidence of 
75 and 67 per cent of the public. 
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Table 5.3. Public confidence in (a) national governments, (b) national parliaments and (c) 
national parties. 
 

 Government Parliament Parties Parliament > 
Government 

AT 58 58 40 0 
BE 35 41 28 +6 
BG 17 10 13 -7 
CY 56 53 27 -3 
CZ 28 20 15 -8 
DE 45 46 24 +1 
DK 61 75 58 +14 
EE 38 31 16 -7 
EL 25 33 15 +8 
ES 34 32 23 -2 
FI 54 60 32 +6 
FR 29 33 13 +4 
HU 14 15 10 +1 
IE 20 23 19 +3 
IT 25 27 19 +2 
LT 19 10 8 -9 
LU 77 67 50 -10 
LV 10 6 5 -4 
MT 41 47 31 +6 
NL 56 56 41 0 
PL 21 18 12 -3 
PT 28 36 18 +8 
RO 22 16 12 -6 
SE 57 64 36 +7 
SI 31 27 11 -4 
SK 38 38 15 0 
UK 21 17 12 -4 
EU ave 32 32 19 0 

 
Source  
Standard Eurobarometer 71, ‘Public opinion in the European Union’, June-July 2009: 73, 75, 77. 
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5.4 Perception of being represented 
 
Given that there are so many different ideas of what constitutes good representation, it is 
hard to reach a definition of representation that is objective and measurable. It may therefore 
simply be easier to rely on subjective measures, or, in other words, to ask citizens whether 
they feel represented. They may well answer the question with hugely contrasting ideas of 
representation in mind, or even with none. Still, huge differences in how far people feel 
represented from one place, or time, or category of person to another are at least a prima 
facie indicator of unevenness in the quality of representation, whatever the variations in how 
representation is understood. 
 
Eurobarometer asks respondents how far they feel that their voice counts in the European 
Union and how far it counts at national level, thus allowing for a comparison across member 
states of differences in how far citizens feel their voice counts at the two levels. Table 5.4.a. 
calculates the balance of those who replied that their voice does count over those who feel 
that it does not. Thus, for example, the first cell in the table shows that 21 per cent more of 
the respondents from Sweden replied that their voice does indeed count in the European 
Union than those who replied that it does not.  
 
Perhaps three conclusions emerge from the table: 
 
First, there are very large variations across member states. The balance of those feeling that 
their voice counts at the European Union level is +34 per cent in Denmark and -64 per cent in 
Latvia. 
 
Second, on average people are more likely to feel that their voice counts at the national level 
than in the European Union. Those who feel that their voice does not count in the EU exceed 
those who feel that it does count by 15 per cent. In contrast, those who feel that their voice 
does in the national arena exceed those who feel that does not by 8 per cent. 
 
Third, as shown in column 3 there are also large differences between member states in how 
far they feel they have more of a voice in the national arena than the European. There are 
even a handful of member states – Italy, Romania, Malta, Bulgaria, Greece, Hungary and 
Lithuania – where more respondents feel that their voice counts in the European Union than 
at national level. 
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Table 5.4.a.  Perception of being represented  
 Comparison of balance European and national levels 
 

  Balance of those tending 
to agree that their voice 
counts in EU over those 

who disagree 

Balance of those tending 
to agree that their voice 
counts at national level 

over those who disagree 

Difference in perceptions 
that voice counts at Euro-

pean and national levels 
(Column 1-Column 2) 

SE + 21 + 83 - 62 
FI - 16 + 45 - 61 
AT - 19 + 41 - 60 
DK + 34 + 88 - 54 
NL + 17 + 62 - 45 
EE - 38 + 6 - 44 
FR + 3 + 45 - 42 
SI - 13 + 26 - 39 
UK - 53 - 19 - 34 
DE + 2 + 33 - 31 
SK - 28 + 2 - 30 
LU + 7 + 36 - 29 
EU ave - 15 + 8 - 23 
IE - 7 + 13 - 20 
ES - 2 + 17 - 19 
CZ - 50 - 33 - 17 
PT - 16 +1 - 17 
BE + 11 + 28 - 17 
CY - 25 - 9 - 16 
PL - 5 + 6 - 11 
LV - 64 - 64 0 
IT - 36 - 37 + 1 
RO - 35 - 36 + 1 
MT + 15 + 13 + 2 
BG - 20 - 25 + 5 
EL - 45 - 54 + 9 
HU - 21 - 30 + 9 
LT - 27 - 57 + 30 

 
Source 
Standard Eurobarometer 71, Public opinion in the European Union, June-July 2009: 101. 
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As seen in the discussion of Table 5.4.a., Eurobarometer asks respondents how far they feel 
their voice counts in the European Union and at national level. As it happens there is a close 
relationship between the answers respondents give to the two questions. In other words 
those who feel that their voice counts at national level are also more likely to feel that their 
voice counts in the EU and vice versa. Table 5.4.b. illustrates the point graphically. If one 
compares one diagonal of the table with the other, there are 24 member states in the 
diagonal from top-left to bottom-right and only 3 member states in the other diagonal. In other 
words, it is true of almost all member states that, if individuals have an above average 
perception that their voice counts at one of the levels, they have an above average perception 
that it counts at the other. If they have a below average perception that it counts at one level, 
they have a below average perception that it counts at the other.  
 
One possible reason for this close relationship is, of course, that national democratic 
institutions are just one possible channel of representation to the European level. If 
individuals feel that their voice does not count in shaping the views and behaviour of their 
own national parliaments or governments, then they are also likely to feel that one possible 
channel by which their opinions and needs could be relayed to the European level is blocked. 
As with much else – rights, parties, the administration of elections, the role of the media and 
so on – the Union remains dependent on the democratic institutions of its member states for 
its actual and perceived democratic performance in all kinds of ways.  
 
Table 5.4.b.  Perception of being represented 
Comparison of average perception that voice counts at European and national levels 
 

 European dimension 

National 
dimension 

 
Above average perception 

that voice counts at 
European level 

Below average perception 
that voice counts at 

European level 
Above average perception 

that voice counts at 
national level 

SE, DK, NL, FR, DE, LU, 
IE, ES, BE, MT, SI, FI AT, EE 

Below average perception 
that voice counts at 

national level 
PL SK, UK, CZ, PT, CY, LV, 

IT, RO, BG, EL, HU, LT 

 
Source 
Standard Eurobarometer 71, Public opinion in the European Union, June-July 2009: 101. 
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The previous table demonstrated that there is a close relationship between those who feel 
that their voice counts at the national level and those who feel it counts at the national level. 
Another way to make the same point is simply to rank member states out of 27 in responses 
given to the two questions. Table 5.4.c. does just that. It shows that in 13 member states out 
of 27 there is only a difference of two places in how their citizens rank in their perceptions 
that their voice counts in the Union and at national level.   
 
Table 5.4.c.  Perception of being represented at the European and national levels 

Comparison of country rankings 
 

 Perception voice 
counts at 

European level1 

Rank Perception voice 
counts at 

national level1 

Rank Difference ranking 
(European–national 

ranking) 
DK +34 1 +88 1 0 
SE +21 2 +83 2 0 
NL +17 3 +62 3 0 
MT +15 4 +13 12= -8 
BE +11 5 +28 9 -4 
LU +7 6 +36 7 -1 
FR +3 7 +45 4= 3 
DE +2 8 +33 8 0 
ES -2 9 +17 11 -2 
PL -5 10 +6 14= -4 
IE -7 11 +13 12= -1 
SI -13 12 +26 10 2 
FI -16 13= +45 4= 9 
PT -16 13= +1 17 -4 
AT -19 15 +41 6 9 
BG -20 16 -25 20 -4 
HU -21 17 -30 21 -4 
CY -25 18 -9 18 0 
LT -27 19 -57 26 -7 
SK -28 20 +2 16 4 
RO -35 21 -36 23 -2 
IT -36 22 -37 24 -2 
EE -38 23 +6 14= 9 
EL -45 24 -54 25 -1 
CZ -50 25 -33 22 3 
UK -53 26 -19 19 7 
LV -64 27 -64 27 0 
EU ave -15   +7   

 
Note 
1 Those believing that their voice counts minus those who believe it does not at the European and 
national levels, respectively.  
 
Source 
Standard Eurobarometer 71, Public opinion in the European Union, June-July 2009: 101. 
 
 
 
 


